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Abstract. The paper considers the time optimal control problem  for an ensemble of 

trajectories of one class of differential inclusions with delay. In this problem, necessary and 

sufficient optimality conditions are obtained. The application of these results to a linear time 

optimal control problem with a terminal set in the form of a moving half-space is shown. For this 

case, using the obtained optimality conditions the main stages of solving the problem is indicated.  
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О ЗАДАЧЕ  ОПТИМАЛЬНОГО УПРАВЛЕНИЯ  ПО БЫСТРОДЕЙСТВИЮ ДЛЯ 

АНСАМБЛЯ ТРАЕКТОРИЙ ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНОГО ВКЛЮЧЕНИЯ С 

ЗАПАЗДЫВАНИЕМ  

Аннотация. В работе рассматривается задача управления по быстродействию 

для ансамбля траекторий одного класса дифференциальных включений с запаздыванием. В 

этой задаче  получены необходимые и достаточные условия оптимальности. Показано 

применение этих результатов к линейной задаче быстродействия  с терминальным 

множеством  вида подвижного полупространства. Для этого случая с помощью 

полученных условий оптимальности указаны основные этапы решения задачи.   

Ключевые слова: математическая модель, система управления, дифференциальное 

включение, ансамбль траекторий, задача быстродействия, условия оптимальности. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The mathematical theory of optimal processes is of great practical importance for actual 

control problems from various fields of economics, technology and production [1]. The practical 

application of optimization methods contributes to achieving the goal of efficient use of natural 

and energy resources and determining the optimal parameters in various engineering and technical 

developments and projects. 

In optimal control theory, dynamic models described by differential inclusions are of great 

interest as models of continuous dynamical systems [2,3,4]. Differential inclusions, which 

originally appeared as generalized differential equations, are also used in the theory of differential 

equations with discontinuous right-hand sides, in problems of mechanics, in differential games, in 

mathematical economics, and in other areas.  In the theory of differential inclusions, research is 

being carried out in various directions [4–12].  

Differential inclusions with control parameters are of great interest for studying models of 

control systems in informational constraints. Mathematical models of control problems, taking 

into account the incompleteness of information about the parameters of external influences and 

initial data, measurement inaccuracies in the process of observation, and other uncertainties, 

constitute an important class in the theory of dynamic control systems [8–11]. For such models, 
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called control systems under uncertainty, control problems arise for an ensemble of trajectories [8, 

9].   Various problems related to the control of an ensemble of trajectories are considered in [10–

20]. 

Differential inclusions with delays depending on the control parameter are of great interest. 

Some properties of the set of solutions of such a class of differential inclusions and their 

application to the control problem for an ensemble of trajectories are considered in [6, 7, 13,14]. 

Therefore, the development of research on control problems for an ensemble of trajectories for 

differential inclusions with a retarded argument is of great theoretical and practical importance. In 

this paper, developing the studies [14,15], we study the problem of optimal control of an ensemble 

of trajectories for one class of differential inclusions with a delay argument.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Consider a dynamic control system described by a differential inclusion with a delay of the 

form 

),,()()()( 1 utbhtxtAxtAx   0tt  (1) 

where 
dt

dx
x  , x is the n -state vector, u  is the m - control vector, 

nRutb ),( , nR is the 

Euclidean space of n -vectors with scalar product 



n

i

ii yxyx
1

),( and norm ),( xxx  . 

We will study the control system (1) under the following assumptions:  

a) the elements  nn -matrices )(tA and )(1 tA  are integrable on any finite interval  10 , tt ; 

b) for VTut  ),( a set ),( utb , a convex compact set from 
nR ;  

c) for any 01 tt   multi-valued mapping is ),(),( utbut  measurable with respect to  10 , ttTt   

and continuous with respect to ,Vu and there exists an integrable function Ttt ),( such that 

),(sup),(
),(

tutb
utb







 .),( VTut   

Definition 1. As an admissible control we will consider every measurable bounded on 

some interval  10 , tt  m -vector function ),(tuu  taking almost everywhere on  10 , tt  values from 

a convex compact V
mR . 

Denote by TU - the set of all admissible controls )(tuu  defined on the interval 

 ., 10 ttT  . 

Definition 2. An admissible trajectory corresponding to a control TUu )( and a 

continuous initial function ],[),( 0000 thtTtt  is called continuous on  101 , thtT   and 

absolutely continuous on  10 , ttT   n -vector function )(txx  satisfying almost everywhere on 

the T differential inclusion (1) and the initial condition 

),()( 0 ttx   0Tt  .                                       (2) 

Denote by the ),( 0uH T set of all admissible trajectories of system (1) corresponding to 

the control TUu )( and satisfying the initial condition (2). 

In control problems for systems described by differential inclusions, the concept of an 

ensemble of trajectories is important. This concept is defined through the sets 
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 ,),()(:)(),,( 00  uHxtxutX TT    10 , ttTt  .  

Geometric representation of the dependence of a given set on time Tt , i.e. multi-valued mapping 

),,( 0utXt  , Tt , we will call the ensemble of trajectories of system (1) corresponding to the 

control TUu )( and the initial function )(0  . 

Assume that we are given a convex, closed, and bounded set ,)( nRtM  that continuously 

depends on .0tt   

Statement of the optimal control problem. Let us consider the problem of transferring 

the ensemble of trajectories of system (1), (2) in the shortest time to a position that ensures the 

possibility for the trajectories of the system to reach a given moving terminal set, i.e. need to find 

control ),(tu 
   10 , ttt , which minimizes the time ),(11 utt  at which the terminal constraint is 

valid 

 )(),,( 101 tMutX T  , TUu  )( .                  (3) 

Definition 3. The control ),(tu 
   10 , ttt , for which )( *

1 ut is the minimum execution time 

of the terminal constraint (3), we call the optimal control , and )(11

  utt is the optimal  time. 

The main goal of the work is to find out the conditions from which it will be possible to 

find the optimal time and optimal control. 

From the statement of the problem and the purpose of the study, it is clear that we have to 

use the properties of the set of absolutely continuous solutions and the corresponding ensemble of 

trajectories of the differential inclusion (1). 

It follows from the results of [6,7] that for each TUu )( and every continuous initial 

function the )(0  set ),( 0uH T is a convex compact set from the space of continuous on

 101 , thtT   n -vector of functions, and ),,( 0utX T is a convex compact set from 
nR . 

Moreover, multi-valued mappings ),( 0uHu T and ),,(),( 0utXut T  are continuous. 

According to the results of [13, 14], the representation 

     dubtFtSutX

t

t

T 

0

))(,(),(),(),,( 00 ,  ( 4) 

where ),( tF is nn -matrix function satisfying the equation 

),(),()(),(
),(

1 hAhtFAtF
tF










 ,t  

,)0,( EttF   ,0),( tF  ,0 t  

,)()(),()(),(),( 010000

0

0

 dhAtFtttFtS

ht

t

 


 

E is the identity nn matrix. 

Let's put: ),(),,()( 0 tMutXtФ T
Uu T




  ],[ 10 ttTt  . Using representation (4) and the 

properties of the integral of multivalued mappings, it is easy to show that the set )(tФ satisfies the 

equality 
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t

t

tMdxVbtFtStФ

0

)(),(),(),()( 0  ,  (5) 

where  

).,(),( vtbVtb
Vv

   

By virtue of formula (5) and the properties of the integral of multi-valued mappings [3,4], the set 

)(tФ is a convex compact set nR and continuously depends on  10 , ttt  . 

We introduce the following function 

  )),(()),,,((sup),( 0  tMCutXCt T
Uu T




.  10 , ttTt  . .nR   ( 6) 

Using (4), we obtain the formula for the support function 

),(sup)),,,((
),,(

0

0


 utX

T utXC


  

 of the set ),,( 0utX T : 

            

t

t

T dubtFCtSutXC

0

))),(,(),(()),,(()),,,(( 00  . 

From the results of [14], it easily follows that the function ),(  t defined by formula (6) 

is continuous on   nRtt 10 , for all 01 tt  , and the equality 

 


t

t
Vv

tMCdvbtFCtSt

0

)),(()),,(),((max)),,((),( 0  .  ( 7) 

From continuity function ),(  t and representation (7) it follows that the function 

         













  

t

t
Vv

tMCdvbtFCtSt

0

),(),,(),(max),,(inf)( 0
1




  (8) 

is continuous at 0tt  . These presented results form the basis of the method for studying the stated 

speed problem. 

 

RESULTS  

1. Optimality conditions. Let us study the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions 

in the given time-optimal problem. 

It is clear that relation (3) holds if and only if )(),,(0 101 tMutX T   , . TUu  )( Hence, 

the terminal constraint (3) is equivalent to the condition )(0 1t . Thus, for the optimal moment 

of time 


1t , the formula is valid: 

 )(0:inf 111 tФtt 
.                                       (9) 

Considering that for a convex compact set )( 1t the relation is )(0 1t equivalent to the 

inequality 0)),((inf 1
1







tC , and the function ),( 1  t defined by formula (6) is the support 

function of the set )( 1t , from equality (9) we obtain 
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 0),(inf:inf 1
1

11 


ttt .                          (10) 

By virtue of formulas (7) and (8), we have ),(inf)(
1




tt


 . Using the continuity of the function 

)(t , 0tt  , from (10) we obtain 







 



 0),(inf:inf 1
1

11 


ttt






 


0),(inf:min

1
1 


tt . 

So the following is true 

Theorem 1. The optimal time 


1t in the time-optimal problem is the minimum root of the 

equation 

0)( t , 0tt  ,                                               (11) 

where the function )(t has the form (8). 

Now, using Theorem 1 and using the results of [14], we present the necessary and sufficient 

optimality conditions in the time-optimal problem. 

Theorem 2. Let ),(tu 
   10 , ttt  is the optimal control  and 



1t is the optimal time. Then 

the equality  

 ),),,(),((max))),(,(),(( 11





   vtbttFCtutbttFC
Vv

 ( 12) 

holds for almost all   10 , ttt , where vector ,nR  ,1 such that 

),,(min),( 1
1

1 






  tt  ( 13) 

the function is ),(  t defined by formula (8). 

Theorem 3. Let be 


1t  the minimum root of equation (11), and the vector ,nR  

,1 satisfies condition (13). Suppose that a measurable bounded control )(tu 
for almost all 

   10 , ttTt satisfies equality (12), and from this equality the value )(tu 
is uniquely 

determined. Then ),(tu 
    10 , ttTt , is the optimal control in the time-optimal problem. 

2. Application to a linear time-optimal problem with a terminal set of the form of a 

moving half-space. General scheme (stages) of the algorithm. Let system (1) be linear in 

control, i.e., )()(),( tQutButb  , Vu
mR where )(tB is a mn matrix whose elements are 

integrable  on each finite interval ],[ 10 ttT  , the multi-valued mapping is )(tQt  measurable on 

T , and )(0 tq , )(tQ ,  )()( 10 TLq  , strongly convex compact V
mR . As a terminal 

set, consider a moving half-space )}(),(:{)( taRtM n   , where )(t is a continuous 

function at 0tt  . According to the results obtained, in this case, we can propose the following 

general scheme of the algorithm - the main stages of solving the speed problem. 

1. Calculate the matrix ),( tF and find ),( 0tS for 0tt  . 

2. Find a feature 

  

t

t
Vv

davBtFatSt

0

),)(),((max)),,(()( 0   

t

t

tdaQtFC

0

)()),(),((  .   (14) 
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3. Determine the minimum root 
*

1t of the equation 
0,0)( ttt  . 

4. Determine the function )(tu 
,  ., 10

 ttt satisfying the equality 

),)(),((min)),()(),(( 11 avtBttFatutBttF
Vv





  .               (15) 

Then, 
*

1t - optimal time, )(tu 
- optimal control. 

DISCUSSION  

In the paper, for a differential inclusion of the form (1), the time optimal control problem 

is considered. This problem differs from problems for deterministic control systems in that it is 

required to control not a separate, isolated trajectory, but their totality - an ensemble of trajectories. 

Moreover, the mobility of the terminal set is allowed, i.e. time dependence: 0),( tttMM  . 

Movable terminal sets are often encountered in applied problems. In particular, as such a set, one 

can take the set of possible phase states of another dynamical system controlled independently of 

the control system under consideration. The formulation of the problem is also interesting for 

control systems in game situations. 

The results obtained give necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in the studied 

time-optimal problem. Theorem 1 indicates that by solving an equation of the form (11), one can 

determine the optimal time. The necessary optimality conditions are given in Theorem 2 in the 

form of relations (12) and (13). Theorem 3 shows that the requirement to uniquely determine the 

control )(tu 
,  ., 10

 ttt from condition (12) is sufficient for the optimality of this control. This 

condition will be satisfied, for example, if the support function is  ),,( utbC strictly concave in 

Vu for all 0tt  and .nR  

CONCLUSIONS 

According to the results obtained, the construction of an optimal control in the considered 

time-optimal problem can be carried out in the following steps: first, find the minimum root 


1t of 

equation (11); then we find the vector ,nR  1 , satisfying condition (13); after that, the 

optimal control ,),( Tttuu  
is determined from the maximum condition (12). The solution 

method based on this scheme is presented for a linear control system (1) with a moving terminal 

set in the form of a half-space. This result can be developed for terminal sets of other kinds. The 

proposed method constitutes a theoretical basis for the development of computational algorithms 

for solving the speed problem of the considered type. 
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